
2019 Featured Activities 
ACTIVITIES 
Please enjoy the following activities that will be running all day. Attached is educational information with more details. 

• Vehicle Accident Demonstration
• Inflatable Heart and Lung featuring Cardiopulmonary Health
• Inflatable CASPER the Colon featuring digestive health
• Arc Flash Demonstrations at request.  Excluding during the Vehicle Accident Demonstration  (Subject to change if

there is a public emergency)
• OMSI Science Festival
• Personal Protective Equipment Demonstrations on various occupations

SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES  
EXHIBIT HALL STAGE ARENA CONFERENCE ROOM 4 

7:30 – 8:00 Stretch - n- Flex / Work Fit 
8:00 – 8:30 Radiation in the Home 
8:30 – 9:00 

9:00 – 9:30 

Personal Protective Equipment Demo 
• Welder
• Electrician
• Nuclear Operator
• Industrial Hygiene Technician

9:30 – 10 00 Hanford Patrol Canine Demo 9:40 Scaffold/Fall Protection 
Demo 10:00 – 10:30 Stretch - n- Flex / Work Fit 

10:30 – 11:00 STEM Like Me! Demo 
Air Vortex Cannon Vehicle Accident Demo 

11:00 – 11:30 

Personal Protective Equipment Demo 
• Health Physics Technician
• Office Worker
• Industrial Hygiene Technician
• Nuclear Chemical Operator
• Lab Worker

10:45 Arc Flash Demo** 

11:30 – 12:00 STEM Like Me! Demo 
Air Vortex Cannon 

12:00-12:30 Stretch - n- Flex / Work Fit 
12:30-1:00 OMSI – Chemical Reactions**  Scaffold/Fall Protection Demo 
1:00-1:30 Hanford Patrol Canine Demo Vehicle Accident Demo 

1:30-2:00 

Personal Protective Equipment Demo 
• Janitor
• Electrical Utilities
• Electrician
• Firefighter
• Hanford Patrol

1:45 Arc Flash Demo** Opioid Crisis 

2:00-2:30 Stretch - n- Flex / Work Fit Cyber Education 
2:30-3:00 Eat Right / Portion Control Human Trafficking 
3:00-3:30 First Aid Kits Car Seat Workshop 
3:30-4:00 Personal Protective Equipment Demo Opioid Crisis 
4:00-4:30 Stretch - n- Flex / Work Fit Cyber Education 
4:30-5:00 Healthy Cooking Human Trafficking 
5:00-5:30 

Bicycle Helmet Fit / Bicycle Rodeo 
Vehicle Accident Demo Opioid Crisis 

5:30-6:00 Cyber Education 
6:00-6:30 Human Trafficking 
6:30-7:00 Stop the Bleed Car Seat Workshop 

** OMSI and the Arc Flash will have demonstrations at their booths during the day on demand. 

Note: The Vehicle Accident Demonstration is a highly coordinated activity for your safety and of the demonstrators please remain 
seated until the completion of the show. Please plan accordingly. 

We welcome the students to return from 5:00 – 6:30pm  with their parents and siblings for the Bicycle 
Helmet and Rodeo.   



2019 Featured Activities 

VEHICLE ACCIDENT DEMONSTRATION 
Join us for a powerful live-action demonstration illustrating the consequences of 
distracted driving. Walk through he steps it takes for emergency personnel to assist in 
a vehicle accident recovery.  

ARC FLASH DEMONSTRATIONS 
Available upon request, demonstration on Arc Flash and education on electrical safety.  
Note demonstrations will be on hold during the Vehicle Accident Demonstration.  This 
attraction is subject to change if there is a public electrical outage/emergency)  

INFLATABLE CARDIOPULMONARY HEALTH 
The AmeriLungs + Heart® is a combination walk through exhibit that shows how the human 
lungs and heart work together. It features all of the heart chambers and valves, blood circulation 
through the heart and lungs with gas exchange, and has highlighted educational placards on 
lung cancer, COPD, pneumonia, flu, bronchitis, cystic fibrosis, asthma, and heart disease. 
HPMC Occupational Medical Services will have additional information on cardiopulmonary 
health- focusing on aerobic exercise. 

INFLATABLE CASPER THE COLON 
CASPER, an inflatable, walk-through colon used for 
educating digestive health.  CASPER includes simulated 
polyps and cancers.  

OMSI SCIENCE FESTIVAL 
The Science Festival is a collection of hands-on brainteasers that challenge visitors to think both critically and creatively. 
Puzzles range in difficulty and content, but most incorporate concepts of geometry, algebra, and/or physics and lead to fun—
and often surprising—solutions. In addition, we will have demonstrations at the booth on: 

• Super Cold Chemistry - Explore states of matter with dry ice and liquid
nitrogen.

• Chemical Reactions - Participate in “classic” chemistry experiments, like
color-changing magic, overflowing bubbles, and exploding balloons.

• Electricity - Witness the shocking properties of a Van der Graaf generator

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiIiKOIvZThAhXY3J4KHaYhAFMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://twitter.com/fredhutch/status/982325204797087744&psig=AOvVaw3Xu-t924QrnNAtQULNP0GW&ust=1553300399518513


STEM Like Me 

Air Vortex Cannon 

Can you throw…air? 

Throwing a ball across a room is easy, but throwing air? That sounds like a bit more of a challenge! 

Air is a gas, a state of matter that expands to fill any container it is in.  Unlike a solid or a liquid, the 

molecules that make up the air we breathe aren’t close together or attracted to one another, but 

instead move randomly and collide with one another by chance.  Air also doesn’t hold its shape, so 

it’s difficult to apply a consistent force to enough air molecules at a time to push, throw, or otherwise 

move them in a single direction.  For example, it’s hard to corral air into a glass like you can with 

water (a liquid), or hit air with a baseball bat like you can a baseball (a solid). 

Understand Your Air Vortex Cannon 

An air vortex cannon works primarily by applying force quickly and efficiently to air molecules 

contained in a semi-enclosed space.  When the stretchy balloon surface at the back of the cannon 

snaps forward, it collides directly with air molecules, accelerating them towards the opening of the 

cannon and setting off a chain reaction of high-speed collisions with other air molecules and the sides 

of the cannon’s barrel.  The only way for all of these colliding high-speed air molecules to escape is 

out through the opening at the end of the barrel.  The rapid escape of the air molecules forms a 

stream, or jet, of air that flows straight out of the cannon. Poof! 

Test Your Air Vortex Cannon 

How far can your air cannon shoot air?  Find out!  Hang up some strips of toilet paper from a 

doorframe.  Start by standing directly in front of the toilet paper and fire your cannon at the toilet 

paper (the toilet paper should move).  Slowly step backwards, firing away at the toilet paper screen 



until your cannon is just barely able to move the toilet paper, and then use a measuring tape to 

measure your distance to the doorframe.  How far away are you from the door?  That’s the maximum 

distance the air from your air cannon can travel while still exerting enough force to move the toilet 

paper. 

Why Is It Called an Air Vortex Cannon? 

When a jet of air escapes the opening of an air vortex cannon into the still air outside, it forms a 

stable donut-shaped gaseous projectile.  This flying gas donut is called a toroidal vortex or vortex 

ring, hence the name air vortex cannon.  A toroidal (pronounced TOR-royd-uhl) vortex is caused by 

the friction of the jet of air with the edges of the cannon’s opening and the slow moving air outside 

the air cannon.  As the speedy jet of air brushes against the hard circular opening of the cannon and 

the slow-moving air outside, its edges slow down and curl back away from the center of the jet, 

forming a donut shape, also called a torus.  The still air around the vortex has a relatively high 

pressure that stabilizes the ring as it travels forward, helping it to keep its shape.  To see the toroidal 

vortex generated by your cannon, have an adult fill the barrel with a little fog from a fog machine or 

with the CO2 gas collected from dry ice sitting in room-temperature water. 

Vortex rings can occur just about any time a jet of a fluid is shot into a mass of still fluid, regardless 

of whether those fluids are gases or liquids.  Vortices like the ones generated with your air cannon 

are created by a number of things, such as helicopter blades or mosses that disperse their spores by 

shooting them outward.  You can observe vortex rings in a liquid by dropping food dye straight down 

into a glass of cold water.  Whales and dolphins even blow vortices with bubbles underwater. 

http://www.sciencefriday.com/videos/the-secretly-speedy-life-of-plants-2/


• Static hands-on activities conducted during the Expo.
• Individuals can explore at own pace which can help with crowd management
• Brain teasers that challenge both critical and creative thinking
• Incorporate concepts of geometry, algebra, physics 

Demonstrations 

• Pop up Presentations 10 minutes duration, about every hour during peak times. (Complement 
the Science Festival.  Topics  include:

o Super Cold Chemistry - Explore states of matter with dry ice and liquid nitrogen.
o Chemical Reactions - Participate in “classic” chemistry experiments, like color-changing 

magic, overflowing bubbles, and exploding balloons.
o Electricity - Witness the shocking properties of a Van der Graaf generator 

OMSI Science Festival 



Chemical Reactions 

DEMONSTRATION BACKGROUND 

Physical changes in MATTER are those where the chemical composition and properties of the substance 

remain unchanged.  

Chemical changes in matter are those where a new substance is produced with much different 

properties from the original substance(s).  

Some chemical changes are very obvious. A dramatic change in color is usually a good indication that a 

chemical reaction has occurred. Explosions invite all of our senses to observe chemical changes. On the 

other hand, there are other chemical changes, which are more subtle. Scientists have designed methods 

for detecting even the smallest changes in matter.  

Temperature, time and concentration are a few of the factors that effect chemical changes. We can try 

to control these factors to control the chemical reaction so that we may use them to our benefit.  

Safety is always the first consideration in any kind of experimentation. Protecting our environment and 

ourselves is as important as making new and exciting discoveries. 

The CHEMICAL REACTIONS demonstration will show some chemical changes such as color-changing 

magic, overflowing bubbles, and exploding balloons! 

AFTER THE SCIENCE FESTIVAL 

Suggested Activities: 

- Research famous chemists from the earliest "Alchemists" to today’s Nuclear Physicists. Find out how

the study of chemistry has changed through the years.

- Have the class become human models of the elements and link arms to show the formation of

compounds. For example: One student is "sodium", another is "chlorine", and when they link arms they

become sodium chloride. Show the changes in linking that occur during physical and chemical changes.

(Physical changes - elements remain linked; Chemical changes - elements "change partners")



- In groups, have students make up their own element. Perhaps ones that have been found on a distant

planet! Give it a name and symbol and describe its properties. Where is it found? Is it a metal or a 

nonmetal? What does it do in the presence of water, oxygen, fire? Then construct a classroom "Table of 

the Elements" modeled after the periodic table.  

VOCABULARY  

ACID A "sour-tasting" substance with a pH less than seven.  

ATOM The smallest particle of an element.  

BASE A "soapy substance" with a pH greater than seven.  

CATALYST A substance that causes a reaction to occur faster but is not changed by the reaction. 

CHEMICAL CHANGE A change where a new substance is formed.  

COMBUSTION The process of burning.  

ENDOTHERMIC A chemical reaction where heat is absorbed. It gets COLD.  

EXOTHERMIC A chemical reaction where heat is released. It gets HOT.  

MATTER Anything that has mass and takes up space.  

MOLECULE A particle made up of two or more atoms.  

PHYSICAL CHANGE A change where the substance remains the same.  

PROPERTY A quality of a substance that can be observed. 



Electricity

DEMONSTRATION BACKGROUND 

Every person daily relies upon electricity. We live out our days taking for granted how often we use 

electricity. Cars, computers, lights, heating and countless other conveniences use this energy-matter 

form. 

Current electricity is a well know type of electricity. There is AC (alternating current) and DC (direct 

current). AC is the type that flows into your homes and you can plug the toaster into. DC is a direct 

current like using a battery.  

We will learn things like electricity is produced when we move coils of wire and magnets around each 

other. Electricity is very useful and can be dangerous. So, we must be careful in using electricity. 

The ELECTRICITY demonstration will show the properties of a Van der Graaf generator. A Van der Graaff 

generator is an electrostatic generator that uses belts and moving parts to accumulate an electric 

charge.  

AFTER THE SCIENCE FESTIVAL 

Suggested Activities: 

- List the common forms of generation of electricity (hydro, coal, wind, solar, nuclear geothermal, etc.)

and discuss advantages and disadvantages of each.

- Discuss: What is electricity? Static electricity? Current electricity?

- Review the reaction from the Van de Graaff generator. Discuss other forms of static electricity (i.e.

lightening)

- Discuss common electrical safety precautions.



- Get some basic wires and make basic circuits with your class. Have them turn on light bulbs or make

buzzers sound. These are available at most teacher resources stores or via the internet at place like 

www.stevespanglerscience.com   

VOCABULARY 

STATIC ELECTRICITY - a stationary electric charge built up on an insulating material 

AC CURRENT - the time rate of flow of electric charge, in the direction that a positive moving charge 

would take and having magnitude equal to the quantity of charge per unit time – this flows directly into 

a power source like your home  

DC CURRENT – same as AC current but flows directly from a source to the item – like a battery is a 

source of DC  

BATTERY - a combination of two or more cells electrically connected to work together to produce 

electric energy.  

ATOM - the smallest component of an element having the chemical properties of the element, 

consisting of a nucleus containing combinations of neutrons and protons and one or more electrons 

bound to the nucleus by electrical attraction  

ELECTRON - an elementary particle that is a fundamental constituent of matter, having a negative 

charge  

VOLTAGE - the rate at which energy is drawn from a source that produces a flow of electricity in a 

circuit; expressed in volts  

ATTRACT - to draw by a physical force causing or tending to cause to approach, adhere, or unite 

REPEL - to push back or away by a force, as one body acting upon another  

CONDUCT - to serve as a channel or medium for electricity  

INSULATE - to cover, line, or separate with a material that prevents or reduces the passage, transfer, or 

leakage of electricity  

SOLAR POWER – electricity generated from the sun  

WIND POWER – electricity generated from the wind  

WATER POWER – electricity generated from water movement 

TRANSFORMER - an electric device consisting essentially of two or more windings wound on the same 

core, which by electromagnetic induction transforms electric energy from one set of one or more 

circuits to another set of one or more circuits such that the frequency of the energy remains unchanged 

while the voltage and current usually change. 



Super Cold Chemistry 

DEMONSTRATION BACKGROUND 

MATTER is anything that has mass and takes up space. Scientists classify MATTER into three different 

states or phases - solids, liquids, and gases-but other states such as plasmas also exist. A solid has a 

definite shape and volume. Ice, rocks, tin cans, glass bottles and wood are examples of solids. If we set 

any of these on a table, it will not change. In fact, you can place a solid in a bowl or roll it on the ground, 

and it still won't change. If you hit a solid with a hammer, it might bend or break into smaller pieces, but 

these smaller pieces will keep their shape unless other forces act on them.  

A liquid has a definite volume but not a definite shape. For example, if we pour water from a pitcher into 

a glass, its shape changes from that of the pitcher to that of the glass. Crayons left in the sun too long, 

water, gasoline, and mercury are examples of liquids. A liquid, like a solid, does have a definite volume. 

A hundred milliliters of water take up the same volume whether the water is in a bottle, in a glass, or 

spilled on a tabletop.  

A gas has no definite shape or volume. It spreads out to fill the space available to it. For instance, 

perfume gas spreads out and fills the whole room, the entire available space.  

Most MATTER can exist in any one of the states - solid, liquid or gas. Phase changes occur at distinct 

temperatures for a given substance. For example, a substance melts from solid to liquid or freezes from 

liquid to solid at a distinct temperature. Similarly, a substance evaporates from liquid to gas or 

condenses from gas to liquid at a distinct temperature. The temperatures at which a particular 

substance changes phases is a property of that substance. To move matter from one place to another or 

to change it from one phase to another requires ENERGY. The key to technological progress has always 

been the ability to control energy. Einstein demonstrated that energy and matter are interchangeable 

and, in fact, a single entity. 

In our SUPER COLD CHEMISTRY demonstration we will be exploring states of matter using dry ice and 

liquid nitrogen to transition matter from one state to another.  

AFTER THE SCIENCE FESTIVAL: 

Suggested activities:  



- Discuss and/or demonstrate how you could use energy to change matter. (ice to water, water to

vapors, etc.)

- Describe the function of energy. (adding and subtracting energy allows you to change matter from

phase to phase)

- What were the sources of energy and matter?

- Discuss some of the things that happened with the liquid nitrogen demonstration.

VOCABULARY 

ATMOSPHERE The gaseous envelope around the earth comprising 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 1% other 

gases (argon, carbon dioxide, helium, ozone).  

ATOM The smallest particle of an element which can exist and still retain the properties of that element. 

CONDENSE To convert gas into liquid  

CARBON DIOXIDE colorless, odorless, incombustible gas present in the atmosphere and formed during 

respiration.  

DENSITY mass per unit volume 

ELEMENT A substance which cannot be split chemically into a simpler substance. A chemical whose 

atoms all have the same number of protons.  

ENERGY Defined as the capacity to do work, such as heat energy, electrical energy, energy of motion, 

etc.  

EVAPORATE To convert liquid to gas.  

GAS The state in which a substance does not have a definite shape and volume.  

IONIZE to separate or change into ions  

LIQUID The state in which a substance has a definite volume but takes the shape of the container it's in. 

MATTER Material substance that occupies space and has mass.  

MELT To convert solid to liquid.  

MOLECULE The smallest particle of a compound which can normally exist by itself and still have the 

properties of that substance.  

PLASMA A highly ionized gas containing an approximately equal number of positive ions and electrons. 

SOLID The state in which a substance has a definite shape and volume.  

SUBLIMATE To convert solid directly to gas (e.g. dry ice) without going through liquid phase. 
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ATRIUM BREAKOUT SESSIONS 

FROM CAR SEAT 
TO FRONT SEAT: 
KEEPING KIDS 
SAFE IN CARS 

Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of injury deaths of kids in the US. 
Properly used car seats and boosters can reduce a child’s risk of death by 71%. 
Changes in laws and technology make car seats and booster seats very 
confusing for most families. At least 75% of all car seats and booster seats are 
installed or used incorrectly. Learn the basics of child passenger safety from a 
Certified Technician/Instructor and how you can ensure that your child is riding 
safely. 

OPIOID CRISIS 

The ongoing addiction crisis has experienced an increased impact with the 
complications related to opiate abuse and high rates of fatal overdoses. This 
presentation is intended to educate people about the risks of opiate misuse, the 
impact to our community in relation to fatalities, and resources for getting help for 
yourself and/or your loved ones.   

HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING 

Human Trafficking is around us and we don’t even realize it. A hidden crime in 
plain sight. This presentation is a joint effort between the Kennewick Police 
Department and the Support, Advocacy & Resource Center providing awareness 
to the community about a crime that is often overlooked. We will dispel common 
myths about Human Trafficking and discuss how this crime impacts us locally. 

CYBER 
EDUCATION/ONLIN

E PREDATORS 

The Screenshot Series is a partnership between Richland Police Department and 
the South East Regional Internet Crimes Against Children Taskforce. This 
presentation is intended to make parents the first line of defense in the battle 
against online predators by bringing awareness regarding what our children are 
doing online and who they are talking to. The discussion covers topics of sent 
media, cyberbullying and communication from predators, as well as some of the 
popular apps and what they are used for.  
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